
Bring Some Colour into Model Nature!
Flowers

Flowers can be found virtually everywhere. For example, roses, tulips, 

dahlias and daffodils are specifically planted in gardens and flower beds.

But we can also find daisies, primroses, cornflowers, lavender and many 

other colourful species in the great outdoors, at the edge of forests or 

paths and by streams and ponds.

Our Flowers are a wonderful little innovation: in a bed made of 4 mm-

long green fibres are some 9 mm-long fibres that have been flocked 

in colour. In this way, wonderfully natural-looking flower beds can be 

reproduced in a model.

Each of the two sets contains a total of 250 flowers in five different 

colours.

The colours of the flowers in the set with reference 06800 are more 

colourful overall. With this set, tulips, roses, narcissi, daisies, daffodils, 

dahlias, and many more can be planted in a model.

The colours of the blossoms in the set with reference 06805 are slightly 

more muted and thus ideal for less flashy flowers. They are therefore 

suitable for cornflowers, lavender, forget-me-nots and various forest and 

meadow flowers. The Flowers are removed from the box and fixed in the 

model landscape with a drop of adhesive.

glue or all-purpose glue are also ideally suited.

Expected release: October 2022

Craft Tip:

Processing the Flowers

The Flowers are removed from the 

pack ...

... and put in the model scene 

with Landscaping Glue.

06800  Flowers 

250 pieces, red, blue, yellow, pink and white

06805  Flowers 

250 pieces, green and yellow, blue and white 

heather, cornflowers, lavender



Our new Figures Advent Calendar 

comes out in October 2022!

‘Alle Jahre wieder ...’
H0, TT and N Gauge Figures Advent Calendar

With its beautiful cover picture, the Figures Advent Calendar in A3 

format is an absolute eyecatcher. You can look forward to a new 

figure when you open a little door every day – an ideal gift  

for any modeller! 

Expected release: October 2022

Note: There are model railway figures in the calendar,

but no winter or Christmas figures. Further information on the new 

Figures Advent Calendar will be published in autumn 2021.

We have developed a small range of white figures in 1:100 scale 

specially for architecture modellers. These are ideal for designing 

unostentatious architectural models. 

Expected release: March 2022

History highlight: Back in 2009, NOCH launched the first edition of the Figures 

Advent Calendar for modelling fans of H0, TT and N gauges. Since then, a 

calendar has been published every year with a new compilation of figures and a 

new, beautiful winter or Christmas motif. Our Advent Calendars are very popular, 

which is certainly also owing to the great picture motifs. The dioramas for the 

photos are sometimes built specially for the Advent Calendars, 

requiring a great deal of money and effort. We could save ourselves 

the hassle, but we’re of the view that it’s worth the effort.

H0 Straw Bales

The dried stalks that are left over when grain is harvested are called 

straw. It is pressed into bales to make it easier to transport and to save 

space. In agriculture, straw is used as feed and bedding. But it is also 

used as insulation in construction, fuel or raw material for huts,  

mats and baskets.

The pack contains 36 model straw bales,  

Expected release: October 2022

16000  Sitting People, white, Architecture Line 1:100 (without Bench) 

16001  Pedestrians, white, Architecture Line 1:100 16002  Standing People, white, Architecture Line 1:100

07461 Straw Bales

  36 pieces 

0.5 cm x 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm   



Makes the typical noises heard on a track construction site as well as an automatic 

track warning system.

Makes the sound of a motorbike.

Makes the sound of sheep bleating.

Video clip

Video clip

Video clip

‘Rat-a-tack-tack, beep!’

‘Vrroooom! ...’

‘Baaaa! ...’

For Modelling Pros Who Demand Quality and Innovation!
Sound Scenes

We’re excited about the new additions to the NOCH 

Sound Scenes: alongside bleating sheep, track workers 

and motorbikes will now also make a racket in  

your model landscape!

The connection is made via a standard 16 V model railway transformer. 

Expected release: August 2022

History highlight: NOCH invented the Sound Scenes in 2015. A little innovation! 

The lovingly designed and detailed painted NOCH Figures are delivered combined 

with a small loudspeaker, which provides high-quality sound for the discerning 

modelling professional to support the represented scene acoustically.

with a simple ‘greetings card speaker’. However, the quality didn’t convince us, 

which is why we decided to equip the NOCH Sound Scenes with a high-quality 

loudspeaker. The sound box contained in the set is a component 

that was specially developed to give the sound from the small 

loudspeaker more surround sound and at the same time serve as a 

mount. Suitable screws are also included. To reduce the volume,  

a resistor is also available in the NOCH online shop at www.noch.com.

Rainer Stiller

Manager Finance 

& Controlling 

 (Authorised Officer)

 
There’s something 

tremendously fascinating about 

the new Sound Scenes for me. 

That’s why I’m of the opinion  

that these great noises  

shouldn’t be missing on  

any model railway.

12801 Track Construction Site

12844 Motorbike

12854 Flock of Sheep

12901 Track Construction Site

12970 Motorbike

12911  Flock of Sheep

12951 Track Construction Site

12961 Flock of Sheep

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  7∙  76



Now Movement Comes into Play!
micro-motion Children’s Playground

Almost all of us should have fond childhood memories 

of playgrounds and individual pieces of playground 

equipment. The swing on which we were often pushed 

seesaw that was so difficult to balance on.

Playgrounds can be found in every city and village and are therefore an 

important part of human coexistence. Families meet, children laugh and 

play, parents talk about work and parenting, and some of the latest items 

of gossip and tittle-tattle are exchanged while their offspring have a go on 

the swings.

After last year’s smash hit, the Tree with Swing (ref. 21768, see also page 

27), we set out to develop four moveable pieces of playground equipment: 

a seesaw, a classic swing, a bird’s nest swing and a roundabout.

The handpainted playground equipment and model figures come 

completely assembled. Each device is powered by a motor that is located 

directly underneath the model (installation depth 3.5 cm). The mechanism 

for the drive is supplied as a kit. The electronics supplied can be connected 

The speed of the playground equipment can be set on the circuit board.

Expected release:

Dr. Rainer Noch

CEO

 
My favourite new 

item are these 

pieces of realistically moving 

 Playground Equipment with 

matching children’s figures.  

What a great memory of  

your own childhood.

13401 micro-motion Swing   

  56 mm x 78 mm x 65 mm  

installation depth 35 mm

Video clip



13400 micro-motion Seesaw   

 5.6 cm x 4.5 cm x 5.5 cm 

 installation depth 3.5 cm   

13402 micro-motion Bird’s Nest Swing   

  7.6 cm x 3.6 cm x 7.5 cm 

installation depth 3.5 cm

13403 micro-motion Roundabout   

  5 cm x 5 cm x 5.4 cm 

installation depth 3.5 cm

Video clip

Video clip

Video clip

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  17∙  1716



Lively Scenes for Your Model Landscape 
H0 Themed Figures Set

This year, everything in our themed worlds revolves around ‘trade and commerce’.  

The Themed Figures Sets make your model scenes come alive, as the lovingly designed 

figures and matching accessories are elaborately handpainted and each depict  

a self-contained scene.

Expected release: November 2022

Tip: view the Themed Figures Sets on our website, www.noch.com.  

You’ll find many additional decoration ideas relating to   

the individual scenes there.

Themed Figures Set ‘Toy Shop’ 

window and admired the colourful, diverse offerings. Then, as now, mothers and 

fathers try to get their offspring to move on, but the colourful toy world is  

simply too alluring.

Themed Figures Set  

 ‘Toy Shop’

16240   Themed Figures Set ‘Toy Shop’   

Contents: 2 mothers 

Mother with a buggy and child 

3 playing children 

Large ‘Superman’ decorative figure 

Scooter and pedal car toy vehicles 

3 product presentations of balls  

and toys as well as clothing

Montserrat Garcia

Export

 
It’s so easy to 

 reconstruct any 

scene with the Themed Figures! 

No more excuses; so many  

details make it so much fun!



Themed Figures Set ‘Fashion Shop’  

H0 figures finally have the chance to cultivate their fashion sense. The detailed and 

lovingly handpainted figures and displays bring shopping streets and squares to life.  

A multitude of different product presentations attracts fashion-conscious model 

figures and guarantees vibrant goings-on in model cities and villages.

Themed Figures Set 

‘Fashion Shop’ 

16241   Themed Figures Set ‘Fashion Shop’   

Contents: 4 customers 

1 saleswoman 

1 sales counter with till 

3 display stands with clothes 

1 rack on castors with hanging clothes 

1 rack with clothes in compartments  

1 revolving stand with hanging clothes

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  11∙  1110



Themed Figures Set ‘Café’

When the days get longer and the temperatures rise, people are drawn to the 

outdoors. Streets and squares are populated again, and people enjoy their coffee in 

the warm sun. Our model café offers everything a gourmet could wish for: delicious 

cakes and creamy tarts as well as a huge selection of different types of ice cream.  

A competent ice cream vendor and friendly waitress guarantee perfect service.  

Themed Figures Set  

‘Café’

16245   Themed Figures Set ‘Café’  

Contents: 1 ice cream vendor 

1 waitress 

1 female customer and 1 child, standing 

2 sitting customers 

Assorted tables and chairs 

1 large ice cream counter with transparent glass top 

1 large cake and tart counter with transparent glass top



Themed Figures Set ‘Restaurant’

Is there anything nicer than a good meal on a balmy summer’s evening in the open 

come true in the model: the tables are invitingly set, the waiter is professional and 

attentive, the cuisine is excellent. And to ensure that patrons get to the premises,  

a large ‘chef’ figure indicates from a distance that something good is  

being offered here.

Themed Figures Set  

‘Restaurant’

16246   Themed Figures Set ‘Restaurant’  

Contents: 5 sitting patrons and 1 dog 

1 waiter 

1 large ‘chef’ advertising mascot 

4 tables 

6 chairs 

1 serving trolley 

1 menu stand with menu

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  13∙  1312



Themed Figures Set ‘Workshop’ 

Model scenes are getting more and more detailed and realistic. The topic of interior 

design has also become significantly more important. Interior design of commercial 

buildings is a particularly important topic, because there are workshops, warehouses, 

garages and production facilities on virtually every model railway layout. Our 

workshop facility contains everything needed to realistically fill this building with life. 

Themed Figures Set 

‘Workshop’

16250   Themed Figures Set ‘Workshop’  

Contents: 6 working model figures 

2 workbenches 

1 metal cabinet 

1 filing cabinet 

1 metal shelf 

1 set of welding equipment 

1 drum



Themed Figures Set ‘Office’ 

Themed Figures Set ‘Office’, you can now fill office spaces and surgeries with life. 

The range of applications is very wide. Fill your model buildings with life and create, 

for example, tax consultancy firms, doctor’s surgeries, architectural offices or even 

receptions and administrative rooms in hotels and car dealerships.

Themed Figures Set  

‘Office’

16251   Themed Figures Set ‘Office’  

Contents: 4 sitting model figures 

1 standing model figure 

1 large desk 

1 small desk 

1 reception desk 

1 sideboard 

1 wall shelf 

1 conference table 

4 chairs

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  15∙  1514



We’re Reforesting!
H0 and TT Saplings with Tree Props

Newly planted trees don’t yet have well-branched 

roots in the soil to give them stability. Saplings are 

thus exposed to strong winds without protection 

and any movements of the root ball can jeopardise 

their growth. That’s why any newly planted tree 

should be propped up.

Expected release: October 2022

21538   Saplings with Tree Props

  6 pieces, 4 cm high

21642  Tree with Circular Bench

  11.5 cm high

21532   Plantation Trees with Apples

  12 pieces, 3.5 cm high



Timber!
micro-motion Falling Tree ‘Fir Tree’

Model scenes frequently captivate people with little gimmicks 

and surprises that they don’t suspect at first glance. The Falling 

Tree is just such a gimmick. The viewer is very surprised when an 

imposing 17 cm tree falls to the ground completely unexpectedly at the 

edge of the forest.

The trick behind this is extremely simple: there is a servo under the tree 

that brings it down realistically; slowly at first, and then faster until the 

tree finally hits the ground. After about 8 seconds, the tree stands up 

again on its own.

The Falling Tree is an impressive, extremely realistically handmade, 

twisted wire tree that is elaborately flocked.

The electronics supplied can be connected to a commercially available 

Expected release: September 2022

Makes the sound of a chainsaw with a starter.

‘Brr, brr, Brrrrrrrrrrrrrr! ...’

Matching accessories:

This is how you make the scene even more realistic

The H0 Sound Scene ‘Felling Trees’ (ref. 12843) is a great addition to the 

Falling Tree.

The original set contains six lumberjacks wearing helmets and protective 

clothing as well as the sound electronics with a loudspeaker. Since the 

loudspeaker is installed directly next to the Falling Tree (e.g. in a bush, 

in the ground or in a small hut), the viewer has the impression that the 

sound is created in the scene.

Realistic tree-felling noises such as chainsaws etc. can be heard for 

about 20 seconds when the sound is activated.

The Sound Scene electronics can also be connected to a commercially 

available 16 V model railway transformer.

21775 micro-motion Falling Tree ‘Fir Tree’   

  Overall 18.2 cm high (height of fir tree 17 cm;

 installation depth for drive 1.2 cm)

12843  Felling Trees

12956  Felling Trees



Off to the Beach!
0, H0 and TT Palm Trees 

You can decorate tropical beaches and Mediterranean landscapes with 

these attractive Palm Trees. In our series of Mediterranean trees, you’ll 

also find Stone Pine Trees, Almond Trees, Olive Trees and Cypress Trees. 

Now nothing stands in the way of building your Mediterranean diorama or 

model landscape.

Expected release: October 2022

21992 Stone Pines

  2 pieces, 8.5 cm and 11.5 cm high

21995   Olive Trees

  2 pieces, 6 cm and 9 cm high 

21996 Almonds

  2 pieces, 8 cm and 9 cm high 

21998 Cypresses

  3 pieces, 10 cm, 11 cm and 13 cm high 

21972   Palms

  2 pieces,  

15 cm and 19 cm high

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  29∙  2928



Product Highlights:
 ∙ Easy-Track Railway Route Kit 

‘Mittelberg’

 ∙ 110 cm x 64 cm

 ∙ With track plans for Minitrix, 

Fleischmann with ballast bed 

(piccolo), Fleischmann without 

ballast bed

NOCH Easy-Track – Finally Also for N Gauge! 
N Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Mittelberg’

With the Easy-Track Kit ‘Mittelberg’, we are introducing a wonderful 

layout kit for N gauge. The varied route goes not only around the model 

railway landscape but also across it. A change of direction without a 

reverse loop makes the track plan exciting. A passing loop, a siding 

and the beautiful course of the route provide plenty of variety during 

operation. The layout can be operated analogue with two trains, which 

can alternate between doing their laps. In digital operation, the route 

network is large enough for two trains to do their laps simultaneously 

without disturbing each other. 

Expected release: October 2022



Contents:

∙ 1:1 plot track plan

∙  Track plans for Minitrix, Fleischmann with ballast bed 

(piccolo), Fleischmann without ballast bed

∙  21 pillars; maximum pillar height 9.6 cm,  

minimum pillar height 3.1 cm

∙ 5 circle segments, 24°

∙ 17 circle segments, 30°

∙ 5 straight lane segments

∙ 3 special lane segments

∙ 2 point segments

∙ Wood screws 

In addition to the individual parts for constructing the 

Railway Route System, the kit also contains the Easy-Track 

Easy-Track Railway Route Kit by way of example.

53700  Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Mittelberg’

  Outer dimensions of constructed routes:  

110 cm x 64 cm, height 10 cm 

Minimum floorspace required for assembly:  

115 cm x 75 cm    

Stefan Reinold

Production  

Manager

 
The great Easy-

Track System is finally  

available for fans of N gauge.

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  53∙  5352



Azariah Mertens

Modeller

 
I find this set 

brilliant because it 

has everything you need to start 

building an Easy-Track layout 

straight away.

Having a model railway is one of the nicest hobbies in the world. In 

addition to an enthusiasm for technology, all things miniature and 

movement, it’s chiefly about creating your own perfect little world. This 

also makes building a model railway layout a leisure activity the whole 

family can participate in.

So that you can get building your own model railway quickly and safely, 

we have put together all the products you’ll need to get started in this set. 

With this Starter Set and a NOCH Easy-Track layout kit, you’re perfectly 

equipped to bring your miniature world to life with tunnels, a bridge, 

meadows, mountains, roads, a lake and lots of decorations.

You’ll find many other items with which you can design your model 

railway in the large NOCH range. Just get cracking and let your 

imagination run wild.

Expected release: September 2022

The Ideal Start on the Way to Your Own Model Railway Layout! 
Starter Set ‘Model Railway Layout Construction’

Video clip



Once the rails have been laid, tunnel portals and a 

bridge are installed.

The bridgeheads are clad in wall sheets.

The terrain quickly takes shape  

with NOCH TERRA-FORM.

Rock compound and paint bring life to the model 

landscape.

It gets even more realistic with grass fibres  

and lake film!

Finally, the model landscape is decorated according 

to your wishes.

Contents of the Starter Set  

‘Model Railway Layout Construction’

1 x TERRA-FORM Wooden Support Pole, 40 cm long,  

35 pieces (ref. 61650) 

1 x TERRA-FORM Connector Pieces, 72 pieces  

(ref. 61630)   

2 x Landscape Crepe Paper, 90 cm x 80 cm (ref. 60840) 

1 x

2 x Tunnel Portal, Single Track, 2 pieces each** (ref. 60010) 

1 x

3 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x Puffer Bottle (ref. 08100) 

1 x  

(ref. 50210)

1 x Lake Film, Blue, 41 cm x 26 cm (ref. 60850) 

1 x Sandstone Boulders, 250 g (ref. 09216)

1 x Mixed Forest, 10 pieces, 5 – 14 cm high (ref. 26911)

1 x Lichen, autumn mix, 35 g (ref. 08630)

40 x

**4 tunnel portals in total are included in the set.

Savings of more than 

10 %*!

* Compared to the individual purchase

60804   Starter Set  

‘Model Railway Layout Construction’

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  35∙  3534



 

12.6 cm x 13.2 cm, 9.5 cm high

 

6.9 cm x 7.2 cm, 5.2 cm high

 

10.7 cm x 10.7 cm, 8.4 cm high

 

5.8 cm x 5.8 cm, 4.6 cm high

Sebastian Topp

CEO

 
I like these  

little  houses,  

which  remind me of past trips 

through the Netherlands  

and the Ruhr area.

Laser-Cut Kit  

‘Small Detached House’

Laser-Cut Kit ‘Residential House with Garage’

This Residential House can stand in the middle of the metropolitan area 

between two large cities in a suburb or in a small village. Both the whole 

family and the car in the garage have their own space here.

66606  Residential House with Garage

66608  Small Detached House  

63606  Residential House with Garage

63608  Small Detached House  

It isn’t much, but it’s all mine! This cute house is 

sure to find a place anywhere. With the Laser-Cut 

page  47), you can create a little green idyll around the house.

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  43∙  4342



An Ornament for Any Square!
City Fountain

Fountains can be found in virtually every village and market 

square and create a unique atmosphere. Whether it’s a village 

fête, a market or gastronomy, village life mostly revolves around 

the central fountain.

The City Fountain for H0 gauge is a particularly attractive object. The 

fountain has a footprint of 10 cm x 10 cm and is 7.5 cm high including 

the statue.

The statue on the fountain represents a Valkyrie and is 3.5 m high. 

Valkyries originate from Norse mythology and can often be found as 

statues or fountain figures.

The fountain itself is made of the well-known NOCH Structured Hard 

fountain and the Valkyrie are elaborately handcoloured.

Expected release: November 2022

Jürgen Hauser

Authorised Officer

 
The Fountain is my 

favourite new item. 

There are many 

unique fountains in countless 

cities. Some of them are world-

famous. Give your model city  

centre a very special  

highlight.

66455 City Fountain    

  10 cm wide, 10 cm deep, overall 7.5 cm high 

(height of Valkyrie 3.5 cm)

Craft Tip: 

How water gets into the fountain

If you want to make your model even more realistic, you can bring the fountain to 

(ref. 60872).

Ideal ‘carriers’ for splashing water can be cut out of a transparent sheet (e.g. 

plastic packing material).

Glue the thin strips in the water 

outlets.

Then pour NOCH 2K Water Gel into 

the basin of the fountain.

Once hardened, NOCH Aqua Effects 

is dabbed onto the surface and  

the strips.

The final details are added with 

NOCH Foam & Spume (ref. 60862).



The local traditional fashion boutique presents the latest collections at the market 

square of our small town. The models first do their rounds in intoxicating evening 

wear and then present breathtaking lingerie.

The Fashion Boutique is designed as a laser-cut kit. Thanks to the underfloor drive, up to four 

model figures move simultaneously through the building and past the enthusiastic audience 

beforehand. The figures are simply placed on the catwalk and are held in place by an integrated 

magnet. Four more figures without magnets are included in the model kit and can be used as 

desired to design and decorate the scenery.

The model is limited to 1000 copies. A numbered certificate, detailed instructions and special 

Laser-Cut Adhesive are included.  

Expected release: November 2022

NOCH’s Next Top Model!    
Fashion Shop with micro-motion Fashion Show    

Video clip



20.0 cm x 16.1 cm, 13.7 cm high

(31 cm high with drive)

History highlight:

A NOCH limited edition model has been released annually 

since 2013. These model kits are clever, amusing ideas  

that are strictly limited to 1000 copies, usually with 

movement or light effects.

The following have been released so far:

2014: micro-motion Rock Concert

2015: micro-motion Open-Air Film Festival

2016: Football Pitch with Clubhouse, micro-sound Stand and Floodlights

2017: micro-motion Rock Festival

2019: Alpine Hut ‘Christl’ with micro-motion Waitress

2020: micro-motion Cross-Country Ski Trail with Après-Ski Cabin

2021: Burning Brothel with micro-sound and Light Effects

66501 Fashion Shop with micro-motion Fashion Show 

  Contents: 

Laser-Cut Kit ‘Fashion Boutique’ 

8 exclusive Figures, 4 of them equipped with magnets 

Micro-motion drive 

Numbered certificate 

 

Special Laser-Cut Adhesive

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  45∙  4544


